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Abstract: The use of computerized X-ray tomography and
its related instrumenlation has been diversified and recently
has been also encounlered in works related to soil physics.
This work presenls a platform based on wavelets and
Digital Signal Processors (OSPs) for tomographic image
rcconstruction. Results show the suitability of the method,
which allows not only a better signal to noise ratio for
imagc reconstruction proccdures but also regarding 10 a
significant performance gains in relationship to lhe time
dcmanded for image reconstruction and visualization.
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L INTRODUCTION

X-ray tomcgraphy was primarily used for medical
diagnosis, however today its applications have been
diversified, including recently soil physcs and other
agricultural applications [1][2][3][4].

The basis of transmission X-ray tomography are related
with a narrow beam of monoenergetic photons with energy
E and an incident photon flux intensity No that passes
through a path p of a non-hornogeneous absorber of
thickness x (in em), leading to an emerging photon intensity
N given by:

f (-J1(P,ZN ,E)x)dp

N = Noel' (I)

where ~l (in em") is correlated to the material of physical
dcnsity p (in g/C1113)and atornic nurnber ~. The attenuation
coefficient, as a function of the X-ray energy, can be
dccomposed into contributions frorn the modes of photon
interaction with matter and its total is given by:

J.lIOI = J.l ph + J.lc + J.l1I + J.l p (2)

where each terrn of Eqn (2) is related to lhe mode of photon
interaction i.e., photoelectric effect, Cornpton scattering,
Rayleight scattering, and pair production respectively [5].

Although linear attenuation coefficients are convenient
for engineering applications and shielding calculations, they
are proportional to the density of the absorber, which
dcpends on thc physical state of the material. Since
molccular binding energies are smaller than the energies
involved in X-ray radiography and tornography, it is
reasonable approximations to assume that linear attenuation
coefficient is directly proportional to the physical density
and write:

(3)

where u/p (in cm2/g) is the mass attenuation coefficient, lf
the absorber is a chern ical compound or mixture, its ma ss
attenuation coefficient can be approximately evaluated frorn
the coefficients for the constituent elements according to lhe
weighted sum:

(4)

where w, is the proportion by weight ofthe ith constituent of
the material. The mass attenuation coefficient of the
compound or a mixture can be therefore, calculated Irorn thc
mass attenuation coefficient of the components. II is
important to observe that the differences in linear
attenuation ccefficient for different materiaIs are dependcnt
on the energy, which leads to the definition of thc contrast
of the computerized X-ray tomographic images. In addition,
the quality of the images is correlated to both the hardware
of lhe tomographic systems and their image reconstruction
methods.

This work presents the development of a systcrn to
reconstruct X-ray tomographic images with the use of
Wavelets and OSP processors.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This development brought the implementation of parallel
algorithms that permitted obtaining a high performanee leveI
in proeessing by utilizing OSP processor characteristics.
Utilized in the parallel reconstruction mod'ules were the
tools Code Composer from Texas Instruments, the Borland
Builder C++ 5.0, as the development environment of the
graphic inlerfacc and Parallel C language from 3L in the
development of parallel tasks of 20 and 3D reconstruction.

To accomplish this study, phantorns and soil samplcs
were utilized that were tested in the computerized
minitomograph scanner for agricultural applications
installed in Embrapa Instrumentation Center in the city of
Sao Carlos, Brazil [6].

In the conventional platforms, the tomographie
projections are processed utilizing the CPU frorn a PC-
Computer. Since this study has ali of the necessary
ealculations for the reconstruction of tomographic slices, the
data filtration and the interpolation for the three-climcnsional
reconstruction planes are directecl to be processcd by OSP
processors in parallel platform, leaving the PC-Computer
processor to only do graphic interface tasks proccssing,
comrnunicate with the root OSP processo r to access the hard
disk and to visualize two -dirnensional and three-dimensional
images. Fig. 1 presents the strueture of the OS? architccture
based on the TMS320C40 to optirnize the perforrnance of
tomcgraphic images reconstruction.
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Fig.l - DSP structure bascd on the Ti\lS320C40.

In this research it was used the TIM -40 module of
HET40EX model manufactured by Hunt Engineering. The
modules TIM -40 [0110 w the Texas standard called Texas
lnstruments Module (TIM) that has a standard module size
following the defined module specifications [7].

The reconstruction algorithm was based on the back-
projection of the projections, with base on both the Fourier
sections theorern and Radon transformo This theory
established that the Fourier transforrn of the projection of an
image g(x, y) taking the angle e as equivalent to a piece of

the two-dirnensional transforrnation of g(x, y). In other

words, the Fourier transforrn of Pe (t) supplies the values

of G(? I'? 2) .
The way to facilitate the visualization of this

development ofback projected filtered reconstruction was to
separate thern in two different equations. The first is to
fllter thc projection data for each angle 8, as fol lows:

eo

Qo (t) = f Se (eu )Ieule Ja.Y deu (5)

where Se (eu) represents the Fourier transforrn of the

convoluted projections with a filter in a frequency domain.
A fter the filtered projections are back projected to obtain an
object function, given by:

"
g(x,y) = fQe(xcos8+ ysen8)d8 (6)

o
where each component represents a pixel of coordinates
(x,y) in the reconstructed image g(x,y). ln a distinguishing
rnanner, the discrete filtered back-projection is represented
by:

..::. tt K
g(x,y) =- "LQe(xcos8, + ysen8,) (7)

K ,=1

where K angles 8j are the discrete values of e for

each Pe (t) known [8].

Additionally, for three-dirnensional reconstruction we
have used polynomial B-spline wavelets to interpolate
planes between the 2D reconstructed si ices. Fig. 2 illuslrates
lhe basis used to reach such arrangement.

Fig. 2 - Arrangement for 3D image rcconstruction.

An adrnissible wavelet function \V satisfies at lcast two
essential poperties. First, it must be included in lhe Iincr
resolution approximation space. Specifically, this means that
the function \V(x/2) is a polynomial splinc of order n and it
can be represented by its B-spline expansion as:

l/f(x/2) = Ls(k)f3"(X-k) (8)
kEZ

Second, the wavelet must be orthogonal to the polynomial
spline subspace at the same resolution leveI. This leads to
the following constraint:

Vk E Z,(l/f(X/2),f3"(X/2-k) =
[s*u~' *b211+11J,2(k) = O

(9)

which explicit the representation of this inner product in
terrns o f the d iscrete con vol ution operators. Up sam pl ing by
a factor of two and taking the ztransform is possible to
write:

I U 11 ( ) B211+1 () I 11IV lere 2 z and 1 Z are t re z-transform of u 2 and

b
211+1 . 11 b211+1 .., respectively. Both U2 and are finitc impulso

response (FIR) operators. It can be verified by substitution
that a particular solution ofthis equation is:

(11 )
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This solution also corresponds to the séquence s of
miuimal length. Taking the inverse z-transform we obtain an
explicit formula for the B-spline wavelet of order n, which is
given by:

toe

fJ:~(x/2) = LU~ *b2"+I(k+ l)f3"(x-k) (12)
k;-<'o

where f31~(x / 2) is the wavelet, and it generates ali the

wavelet spaces W (i). Hence, the set of functions

{f31~(ri x - k), (i, k) E z2} is an unconditional basis of

L:2. The wavelets are syrnmetrical functions that are shifted
by one unit with respect to the standard B-spline functions
[9]. The B-spline basis funclions and wavelets are thcrefore
good approximation of Gabor functions which are known to
be rnaxirnally localized in both time and frequency.

Additionally, in the development of this tool was used
the OpenGL library to develop the three-dimensional
visualization interface.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The rnanner to facilitate the irnplementation of the DSP
parallel platform and become more modular was to develop
tive nuclei, that permitted the end user of the sys tem
complete use ofthe form ofparallel architecture that was the
most inluitive and thus became lransparent to the end user of
the DSP processo r architecture, One can see, that
measurernents for performance evaluation can be obtained
for the parallel modules, i.e., to study the efficiency and lhe
systern speed. Such rneasurernents allowed bot h the
improvement of lhe reconstruction algorithms and the
oplimizalion of the cornmunication between processors.

The development of parallel algorithrn utilizes the
Manager-Worker model for dislribution of tasks between
processors. Like this, the root processor assumes the role of
Manager, staying responsible for the distribution of tasks to
the other processors, called Workers. At the systern
initiation, they require tasks for the Manager that are sent in
as a portion of the work and as Worker proeessors they
Iinally send their results to the Manager processor and return
to more required work. The graphic interface permits the
selection of the data files having projections Ihat will be
rcconstructed through the three-dimensional and two-
dimensional parallel algorithms. With these applications one
can rnake a three-dirnensional and two-dimensional
visualization permitting the selection of lhe region of
interest, using the gray-level (01' pseudo-cclors) tones to
represent the linear attenuation coefficients encounlered in
an analyzed sample, Besides this, one can also choose the
parameters of filtration, regions of interest, and one can
determine the real planes sequence, and the qiantity of
interpolated planes inside of each pai r of real form planes to
increase the quality of the three-dirnensional object
reconslructed. Fig. 3 shows the developed applications in
Microsoft Windo\Vs®, which inlerface parallel modules for
20 and 3D reconstruction and 3D visualization, and results
for a soil sample analysis with visualization and
measurements ofsoil bulk density at 59.9 keV.

t~unl;~ILAl"C4lJ,.l\m C"-_._--rr-r ...,
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Fig.3 - Thc intcrfacc for 20 and 3D image analysis,

Because of lhe cornrnunication algorithm based 011 lhe
sending of data with greater granularity with better
utilization of the processing power of lhe Worker processors
the processing time was oplimized. With this, one has to
have a greater locality of Worker data proccssors and lhe
srnallest number of work requests for lhe Manager, making
the communication cost fali substantially. In this way, lhe
Manager and each Worker establishcd only two
communications during the tomographic reconstruction
processo As a first part of the process lhe system determines
the region that will be used for the Worker to reconstruct,
and secondly is established lhe conversation betwcen the
two 01' more processors frorn which the Managcr obtains a
response. Fig. 4 shows lhe performance evaluation and
results were achieved considering different configurations,
i.e., with standard configuration and the parallel processo r
architecture.
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Fig. 4 - Pcrformance evaluation.

4. CO 'CLUSION

The use of DSPs allowed significant gains in relationship to
the time demanded with improvement in lhe perforrnance to
a facto r of6 for lhe reconstruction algorithm. Sim ilarly, the
system speedup maintained itselfat ncarly ideal, indicating a
high degree ofparallelism in the execution oftasks.
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